No longer used-formerly Emotions
165 Fallacies and sources of error Firstly, the flame of combustion is not always located in the same place. impurities in the sample. Limits of the instruments. Human error (though always present, always assumed) is not considered a source of error.
No longer used-formerly Evil

No longer used-formerly Prayer
Spiritual renewal
The young Orthodox women in the park touch their hair tenderly. it is silky, blow-dried, carefully styled, not their own.
386 inland waterway and ferry transportation 386.2 i think of my grandfather, alone now, sleeping above the intercostal, its drawbridge opening and closing to let boats pass. He wakes, his lungs beating again his ribcage. He shakes the inhaler like a rattlesnake, put its metallic kiss to his mouth. 386.6 My five-year-old son announces he is changing his name to Buttercoast. For him it is still possible, with words, to inhabit someplace else entirely: to slide down that deliciously slippery bank, to reach that silken yellow shore.
391 Costume and personal appearance The young woman behind the counter in the Black Hair Emporium, whose own coif resembles a purple waterfall-it's her own, she tells you-sells you a short blonde bob. 597 Cold-blooded vertebrates, fishes 597.2 "A thin veneer of immediate reality is spread over natural and artificial matter, and whoever wishes to remain in the now, with the now, on the now, should please not break its tension film. Otherwise the inexperienced miracle-worker will find himself no longer walking on water but descending upright among staring fish." 3 597.3 The man-eating shark circles in the enormous refrigerator with transparent sides. unicorn fish, balloon fish, porcupine fish, electric eel. Rods and reels, harpoons, moveable flukes. 597.6 When i was twenty-two, i lived for several years on a volcanic island in the middle of the Atlantic: a stark moonscape, otherworldly outcrop. i read and stared out at the closest island, separated by a few miles of rough water. Sometimes it was so clear i could see the window sashes on the houses. Sometimes the island was no more than a vague outline in the fog. Sometimes it disappeared completely. 597.7 i read, but i remember nothing. it was about being pulled along, sucked under. it was about the goat grazing on the dry hillside. it was about the stone wall overlooking the ocean: the sharks below the water that i couldn't see; the tuna that young boys hauled up from the depths and carried on their heads, blood dripping down their temples.
634 Orchards, fruit, forestry 634.1 My mother hangs laundry from a clothesline: fruit that ripens every afternoon. The neighbors glare and mutter. She ignores them, happy to play the immigrant from some distant, less developed country who doesn't understand their language.
634.2 in the fall, she gathers the gnarled crab apples, boils them with enough sugar to turn them into jelly. 634.3 This was our wilderness: bright sleeves pinned to the sky. A forest of steam; twisted wire branch that held the glass above the boiling vat. 
